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IOHAWK is back and bigger than ever this summer with
something been and exciting! You decide.......
Pre-order your hooverskates now before we sell out! Justin Beiber, Kanye West, Drake, Mike
Tyson and Floyd May Weather all have one now its your turn to join the elite club! You choose
Hoover board or Hoover Skates.
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Las Vegas, Jun 28, 2018 (Issuewire.com) - IO HAWK NXT.SKATES THE NEXT STEP
The first original, presented in 2015 hoverboard "IO HAWK ONE", now follows a new revolutionary
high-tech means of transport from IO HAWK: With the "IO HAWK NXT SKATES" we present a
completely new eMobility concept.
The "IO HAWK NXT Skates" is reminiscent of two small hoverboards that each have a tire with an
outer diameter of 3.5 inches. Weighing in at just 3.3 kg per Skate, they are ultra-agile and perfect for
cruising as well as cool tricks and acrobatic stunts. With an engine output of 250 watts, the Cruiser
reaches a top speed of up to 12 km / h. Here, the user controls the "Hover Skates", as in the classic
hoverboard, by body movements, by shifting his weight easily in the desired direction of travel.
Thanks to the integrated auto-balance function, which allows the two individual skates to remain
upright after being switched on, getting on and off is child's play. The independence of both skates
makes it so much more flexible than riding on an ordinary hoverboard.
Thanks to the practical connector, the H.Skates can also be quickly and easily converted to a
hoverboard.
The "IO HAWK Skates" housing, which is designed in matt black and blue, is splash-proof to IP65, so
even a short rain shower cannot slow down the user while driving. Thanks to the 54 Wh batteries, the
boards are suitable for a distance of up to 8 km. The charging is done in about 2 hours so that the fun
can continue directly after a short breather. If the eSkates run out of breath on the road, they can still
be transported optimally thanks to the low weight and the side straps The LED bulbs sitting on the
rubber bumpers that you will not be overlooked in the dark and always show the battery status.
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